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More than 10 years ago, VitaJuwel founder Ewald Eisen 
introduced a modern way to prepare pure GemWater with a 
“fresh from the spring quality and taste. His method made it 
easy to prepare GemWater hygienically, naturally, and 
sustainably – the VitaJuwel way.   

Today, hundreds of thousands of people in more than 80 
countries worldwide revitalize their water daily with our 
VitaJuwel method: Hand-selected precious gems encased in 
premium, pollutant-free glass. 

At home in the German Alps and in California, we strive to 
design products with care and tradition. Our family's mission is 
still the same as it was in 2007: To provide you with beautiful 
accessories that will help you lead a healthier and happier life 
with HEAVENLY WATER!

G E M WAT E R ®

made by VitaJuwel
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�     Wine decanter & Gemstone Vial Vino 
‚            Gemstone Droplet 
ƒ     GemWater Bottle ViA   
„     Gemstone Vials & Decanter Era
…  Gemwater Dispenser Grande 

THE 
VITAJUWEL 

EXPERIENCE
Our goal is to provide you with GemWater whenever and 
wherever you'd like. 

Whether you're at home with a classic set (made up of a 
Gemstone Vial and a Decanter Era), out and about with 
our ViA bottle, or in the office with our dispenser Grande, 
VitaJuwel offers the perfect solution for your GemWater 
needs. 

Our products are designed on a drawing board by our 
family in the German alpine uplands, extensively tested by 
friends all over the world, and traditionally manufactured 
by our master craftsmen in Europe. This is what makes 
every VitaJuwel product a true masterpiece. 

But it’s not only about design. VitaJuwel is also about a 
modern interpretation of age-old traditions. That’s why we 
work hard to create a variety of fascinating blends, based 
on the insights of modern crystal healing. 

If you have questions or want to learn more about 
GemWater and VitaJuwel, you can rely on answers from  
people who are directly involved in creating our products.  

Our promise to you is this: With VitaJuwel, you'll enjoy 
crisp, fresh water that tastes like it's straight from a natural 
spring! 



�     Gemstone Vials & Decanter era
‚            GemWater Bottle ViA     
ƒ     Gemwater Dispenser grande
„     Gemstone Droplet
…†  Wine decanter & Gemstone Vial Vino

THE VITAJUWEL 
EXPERIENCE

Our goal is to provide you with GemWater whenever and 
wherever you'd like. We work hard to make a variety of 
fascinating blends based on the insights of modern crystal 
healing. 

Whether you're at home with a classic GemWater set 
(made up of a Gemstone Vial and a Decanter Era), out and 
about with our ViA GemWater bottle, or in the office with 
our GemWater dispenser, the Grande, VitaJuwel offers the 
perfect solution for your gemwater needs. 

All of our products are designed on a drawing board by our 
family in the German alpine uplands, excessively tested by 
our fr iends all  over the world, and tradit ionally 
manufactured by our master craftsmen in Bohemia. This is 
what makes your unique VitaJuwel product a true 
masterpiece. 

If you have questions or want to learn more about 
GemWater and VitaJuwel, you can rely on answers from 
the staff directly involved in creating our products.  

Our promise to you is this:  With VitaJuwel, you'll enjoy 
crisp, fresh water that tastes like it's straight from the 
spring! 
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VITAJUWEL CRYSTAL VIRTUES
Over the centuries, wise men and women have studied the energy nodes of the subtle body, and how to bring these in balance with the use of crystals and 
gems. Inspired by this ancient lore, on the next few pages, we've distinguished seven crystal virtues to help you decide on one (or more) of our VitaJuwel 
gemstone blends.  Some blends may represent more than one of these attributes.  

VITAJUWEL CRYSTAL VIRTUES
Over the centuries, wise men and women have studied the energy nodes of the subtle body, and how to bring these in balance with the use of crystals and 
gems. Inspired by this ancient lore, on the next few pages, we've distinguished seven crystal virtues to help you decide on one (or more) of our VitaJuwel 
gemstone blends.  Some blends may represent more than one of these attributes.  

INSPIRATION, CLARITY & FOCUS

INTUITION, IMAGINATION & WISDOM

COMMUNICATION, SELF-EXPRESSION & OPENNESS

LOVE, HARMONY & BALANCE

SELF-CONFIDENCE, WILL POWER & INNER STRENGTH 

SENSUALITY, WARMTH & SENSITIVITY

SELF-ACCEPTANCE, PROTECTION, & SECURITY

Disclaimer: This disclaimer applies to all information in this booklet and on all VitaJuwel products. Crystal healing should be used with the understanding 
that it is part of a holistic treatment plan. It is not meant to take the place of standard medical or psychological treatment, but to accompany & work 
alongside  it. The information contained herein is metaphysical in nature & does not claim to heal or cure. 

™



Wellness

rose quartz // amethyst // clear quartz

This well-balanced composition has 
already been used for several hundreds of 
years to inspirit water by countless people 
all around the world. Experts claim that 
amethyst stimulates the mind and 
soothes emotions. Rose Quartz fosters 
tranquility and harmony. Clear Quartz is a 
stone for clarity and perception. As a 
combination, they're used for their won-
derfully invigorating effect. WELLNESS is 
the best “everyday water”. Most custom-
ers find it to taste smooth and mild. If 
you're unsure, with which VitaJuwel blend 
to start your collection, choose this one. 

Five Elements

amethyst // chalcedony // petrified wood
rose quartz // ocean jasper

Traditional Chinese Medicine has devel-
oped over the last 5,000 years and under-
stands health as a harmonious balance of 
five elements: wood for growth, water for 
reflection, earth for grounding, metal for 
strength and fire for passion. These ele-
ments are the prime energetic building 
blocks from which all substance in the 
world is composed. They are metaphors 
for how things interact with each other. 
We have included one carefully selected 
type of gemstone for each element to 
reflect each attribute. Get your life in 
balance. Experience this ancient wisdom.

Fitness

red jasper // magnesite // clear quartz

Along with exercise and a balanced diet, 
nothing supports an active lifestyle better
than enough fresh water. Drinking water 
first thing in the morning is an easy way to 
speed up your metabolism. Lots of people 
confuse thirst for hunger, so staying 
hydrated could help you avoid overeating. 
Make a start, put on your running shoes 
and fill your water bottle with "Fitness" 
GemWater. Include this special blend of 
beaming red jasper, solid magnesite and 
pure rock crystal in your regular workout 
schedule and get ready for a surprise!



Balance

sodalite // chalcedony // clear quartz

Sodalite is traditionally used by crystal 
healing experts to support mental bal-
ance, calmness and inner peace. It's said 
to support expressing your thoughts and is 
therefore also known as the Poet's Stone.  
This attribute is wonderfully comple-
mented by blue chalcedony, which is also 
called the Speaker's Stone. Wise men (in-
cluding the great Roman speaker and phi-
losopher Cicero) used it when they care-
ful ly  had to measure thei r  words. 
Chalcedony also stands for reflection and 
meditation. What could be more useful in 
these hectic times?

rose quartz // garnet // clear quartz

Love

All you need is … water. And when you add 
rose quartz, the quintessential stone of 
love, tenderness and sensuality, anything 
is possible. Fair and lovely rose quartz is a 
talisman for relationships and is used in 
crystal healing to release emotional 
wounds and traumas and to bring peace 
and calm. Fiery Garnet adds a wonderful 
component of sensuality and passion to 
this blend. Combined, they create a 
unique emotional dynamic - LOVE. For 
those who love water, this is the perfect 
gift. In order for the heart to beat, it needs 
water.

Vitality

emerald // clear quartz

The 11th-century abbess and healer 
Hildegard of Bingen declared in her writ-
ings: “All the green of nature is concen-
trated within the Emerald.” Emerald is a 
crystal of the heart. It stands for renewal 
and regeneration like no other. This lush 
“growth crystal” has been a source of fasci-
nation in several cultures for over six thou-
sand years and was considered a symbol 
of eternal life in ancient Egypt. Many 
believe emerald to have rejuvenating and 
restoring effects. It is also said to promote 
self-esteem. Drink emerald-infused 
GemWater and become vital. Naturally! 



Forever Young

aventurine // aquamarine // smoky quartz

Water is the elixir of life! The gemstone 
blend is designed to attract clarity, purity 
and fluidity like a natural mountain spring 
on a crisp clear day. If your personal detox 
practices are important to you in these 
hectic times, the Forever Young blend 
offers an additional dimension of energetic 
cleansing. Aventurine has been used for 
regenerative and reviving purposes, aqua-
marine for cleansing and smoky quartz for 
stress relief. In the natural healing arts, this 
combination of aventurine, aquamarine, 
and smoky quartz provides an invigorating 
cleanse of body and mind. 

Luna

rainbow moonstone // clear quartz

As the name suggests, Luna is strongly 
connected to the energy of the moon, mak-
ing it first and foremost, a women's stone. 
In traditional healing practices it is used to 
help strengthen a woman's intuitive sense, 
open the heart and to get in balance with 
the natural cycles of life. Wise women 
know about the effects of the moon on 
their body. Vibrating with the light of a full 
moon, rainbow moonstone provides a 
reflective, calming energy. Even men are 
said to benefit from empowering their gen-
tler, more feminine side. 

Happiness

carnelian // orange calcite // 
jade (nephrite) // clear quartz

Do you feel that you could use a little more 
joy in your life? Then choose this blend! It 
has been designed to inspire and attract 
all that is positive and good. Natural heal-
ing traditions tell us this combination of 
beaming orange calcite and brilliant car-
nelian (the “Stone of Life”) form a vibrant 
aura of openness, eloquence, and opti-
mism. And to top it off, we've included 
beautiful jade. This “Dream Stone” is said 
to bless whatever it touches and has been 
famous over the last 6,000 years for 
attracting good luck.



Guardian

New ideas, mental strength and inner 
growth require an open mind. This intense 
blend has been created to neutralize every-
thing negative. Whether it comes from 
working or living in a challenging environ-
ment or just bad vibes from our fellow 
humans. In natural healing traditions, 
grounding black tourmaline stands for pro-
tection and safety. In several publications, 
Amethyst has been named the perfect 
companion for black tourmaline to create 
a power ful ,  natural  sh ie ld against 
negativity. Clear Quartz adds a good por-
tion of clarity. Use GUARDIAN as a screen 
and enjoy the freedom you'll gain.

lapis lazuli // rutilated quartz

Inspiration Diamonds

diamond slivers // clear quartz

Diamonds are a GemWater lover's best 
friend.  Diamonds, the most precious gems 
on earth, were believed to channel divine 
energy.   In the past, diamonds were only 
for kings and queens. Our customers say 
that no other GemWater tastes as 
apollonian as this exclusive blend. Try it 
once, and you'll never drink ordinary tap 
water again. Infuse tap water with this 
blend, and drink water fit for a king (or 
queen). It is a perfect gift for that special 
someone you treasure most in your life – it 
is as unique as a diamond ring or a pre-
cious necklace - Jewelry for Your Water! 

Change the world with your creativity and 
break fresh ground! Get inspired by enjoy-
ing a glass of GemWater from this 
enchanting combination of rutilated 
quartz and the deep, celestial blue lapis 
lazuli – a symbol for spirituality in ancient 
Egypt about 6,000 years ago. The beauti-
ful, golden-streaked rutile is said to ener-
gize and to improve awareness. Your brain 
is made up of about 75% liquid. Research 
has revealed that drinking water when we 
feel thirsty boosts our brain's performance. 
Feed your brainpower every day with this 
very special blend of GemWater.

black tourmaline // amethyst // clear quartz



THE 
VITAJUWEL 

METHOD
In the past, you may have prepared your crystal elixirs 
by putting the gems directly in your drinking water.  This 
means your gems needed to be thoroughly scrubbed 
on a regular basis. Unfortunately, regular scrubbing 
usually causes gems become dull over time. 

With VitaJuwel, gems are encased in our ViA GemPod 
or our Gemstone Vial.  This means they don't have to be 
cleaned, so they stay bright and shiny over the years.  
Have you heard horror stories about stones that release 
toxic substances into the water or crystals impregnated 
with artificial resins?  VitaJuwel relieves you of these 
worries. Our carefully selected gems never come in 
direct contact with the water, so there's no chance of 
water pollution. 

Despite being sealed inside the glass, the gems still 
vitalize the water. The glass container acts as a natural 
prism for the crystal's radiant energy. This effect has 
been proven by lab analysis, and can be tasted in our 
waters.  



Go  with ViAGreen
Every year, plastic bottles are filled with 23.5 billion gallons of 
water. In the United States, there are 1,500 plastic bottles used 
per second! 80% of them are not recycled.  

Besides taking up space in landfills, plastic bottles are 
detrimental to our environment in another way: They are made 
from petroleum.  More and more of our world's beautiful natural 
landscapes are being destroyed and polluted by drilling and 
fracking. 

Transporting bottled water over oceans and continents by planes, 
ships, trains, and trucks consumes vast amounts of energy and 
burdens our environment.

Start with a small contribution to save the environment by using 
refillable glass bottles like our ViA . Also keep in mind: When you 
drink VitaJuwel GemWater, you're saving money by not buying 
bottled water and doing your part to save our environment.   
We can all drink to that! 

ViA 
GEMWATER 
BOTTLE
ViA is your perfect travel companion. Enjoy GemWater that 
tastes like it's fresh from the spring, no matter where you are.  
What makes it so special?  You can screw the bottom of the 
bottle off! 

ViA holds 16.9 fl oz of water, and is made of premium, 
pollutant-free glass.  It comes with an exchangeable bottom 
piece called a GemPod, filled with an exquisite selection of 
hand-picked precious gemstones.  Besides allowing you to 
change the GemPod as you please, the bottle's removable 
bottom also makes it much easier to clean than traditional 
water bottles. The patented GemPod is assembled by hand in 
the German Alps. 

ViA is available in 12 carefully selected gemstone blends, 
suiting every preference and mood.  See the next pages for 
several useful accessories that make using your ViA even more 
convenient and exciting.  



GO  WITH ViAGREEN
Every year, plastic bottles are filled with 23.5 billion gallons of water. In the 
United States, there are 1,500 plastic bottles used per second! 80% of 
them are not recycled.  

Besides taking up space in landfills, plastic bottles are detrimental to our 
environment in another way: They are made from petroleum.  More and 
more of our world's beautiful natural landscapes are being destroyed and 
polluted by drilling and fracking. 

Transporting bottled water over oceans and continents by planes, ships, 
trains, and trucks consumes vast amounts of energy and burdens our 
environment.

Start with a small contribution to save the environment by using refillable 
glass bottles like our ViA . Also keep in mind: When you drink VitaJuwel 
GemWater, you're saving money by not buying bottled water and doing 
your part to save our environment.   



LOVE YOUR ViA
HUGS Sleeves & LOOP Caps

Get an even better grip on your ViA when you use one of our practical 
and stylish HUGS sleeves and LOOP caps. 

The cloud white silicone HUGS sleeve covers the hip of your ViA, and 
makes it look even more sporty. We designed it to guarantee the maxi-
mum view of your precious crystals. 

The black neoprene HUGS sleeves are a little bit like a surfer's wet suit.  
They come in a long version and as “shorties.” 

Both keep your ViA easy to grip. They're a perfect addition to our 
VitaJuwel +T tea strainers, and help keep your favorite drink either warm 
or cold. HUGS sleeves prevent your ViA from getting scratches and 
helps pad it for soft bumps. But remember, GemWater lovers don't drop 
their ViA! 

Although we always felt that a simple pre-attached carry strap would 
diminish the puristic design and elegance of our ViA, we know that 
holding a bottle on a loop is just so much more comfortable. That's why 
we created the LOOP caps. 

The LOOP cap comes in black or white.  Every LOOP consists of two 
silicone pieces; one with a handle to cover the top lid, and one for the 
bottom lid of your ViA.  LOOP is the perfect solution to safely carry your 
precious ViA bottle in style.  

ViA +T Tea Strainer
Prepare your favorite drink – hot or cold – by adding fruit, ginger, or herbs and enhance your 
VitaJuwel GemWater experience!

Infusing your GemWater with Via +T is easy: Just place the strainer in the upper opening of 
your ViA, add your favorite ingredients, and fill it up with hot or cold water. Let it steep and 
cool down until you can touch and hold the bottle safely. We recommend using a neoprene 
HUGS sleeve to keep your drink warm and to prevent burns. Put the strainer back in the 
stainless steel case to keep it safe and clean.

FLAVOR FOR YOUR GEMWATER



ViA +T Tea Strainer
Prepare your favorite drink – hot or cold – by adding fruit, 
ginger, or herbs and enhance your VitaJuwel GemWater 
experience!

Infusing your GemWater with Via +T is easy: Just place the 
strainer in the upper opening of your ViA, add your favorite 
ingredients, and fill it up with hot or cold water. Let it steep 
and cool down until you can touch and hold the bottle 
safely. 

We recommend using a neoprene HUGS sleeve to keep your 
drink warm and to prevent burns. Put the strainer back in the 
stainless steel case to keep it safe and clean.

FLAVOR FOR YOUR GEMWATER



ERA 
GEMWATER 
DECANTER
Era sets new standards. Instead of creating vials for regular 
pitchers, we started to think differently: Imagine a decanter 
that provides a vibrant and exclusive setting for our Gemstone 
Vials and maximizes usability. A decanter to start a new era in 
the preparation of GemWater. Imagine...

... a decanter in which the vial with its sparkling precious stones 
seems to be floating freely.

... a decanter that comes with a lid which does not to be taken 
off while pouring water.

... a decanter that preserves your VitaJuwel GemWater like no 
other.

... a decanter that's easy to use and is dishwasher-safe.

... a decanter that holds the gemstone vial firmly, eliminates 
the vial shaking and hitting the decanter and therefore 
reduces the risk breakage drastically. 

... a decanter with an astonishing design that makes catering 
and serving GemWater an exciting experience and that draws 
the attention of all your guests.

Era (including its lid) is dishwasher-safe and holds 1.3l (44 fl.oz) 
of GemWater. Gemstone Vials and Decanter Era have to be 
purchased separately.

MADE IN 
HEAVEN 

Gemstone Vials & 
Decanter Era

Our original VitaJuwel Gemstone 
Vials are so much more than just 
jewelry for water. They are the 
most efficient ,  hygienic and 
affordable solution to prepare 
p u r e ,  f r e s h - f r o m - t h e - s p r i n g 
GemWater at home.

Every single vial is hand-crafted 
with Bohemian glass by master 
glass-blowers in an artisanal, 
patented process. We offer a wide 
variety of fascinating gem blends, 
all tested by naturopaths, and 
based on the insights of modern 
crystal healing. Get a Decanter 
Era in addition to your Gemstone 
Vial for the full GemWater expe-
rience. 

The Gemstone Vial appears to be 
floating inside the glass decanter, 
while being firmly fixed to the 
decanter’s lid.



MADE IN 
HEAVEN 

Gemstone Vials & 
Decanter Era

Our original VitaJuwel Gemstone 
Vials are so much more than just 
jewelry for water. They are the most 
efficient, hygienic and affordable 
solution to prepare pure, fresh-from-
the-spring GemWater at home.

Every single vial is hand-crafted with 
Bohemian glass by master glass-
blowers in an artisanal, patented 
process. We offer a wide variety of 
fascinating gem blends, all tested by 
naturopaths, and based on the 
insights of modern crystal healing. 
Get a Decanter Era in addition to 
your Gemstone Vial for the full 
GemWater experience. 

The Gemstone Vial appears to be 
floating inside the glass decanter, 
while being firmly fixed to the decan-
ter’s lid.



GRANDE
GEMWATER 
DISPENSER 
Start thinking about water in a new dimension. Where ele-
gance meets functionality. Where drafting a glass of water 
from a fountain is more than just stilling your thirst.  Where 
pure water that tastes like it's fresh from the spring comes in 
a beautiful vessel with a seemingly free-floating vial full of 
precious gems.  

Imagine Grande in a downtown boutique, a trendy gallery, a 
cosmopolitan coffee shop, a cozy home, a tranquil spa, a 
holistic doctor's office, an upbeat club, a bright and modern 
jewelry store. 

Grande has an extra-large top opening to make cleaning as 
easy as 1-2-3.  The stainless steel faucet is leakproof due to 
its Teflon seal. As the diameter at its foot is just 6.9 inches, it 
fits right in every apartment kitchen or water bar and holds 
two gallons of GemWater. 

Grande comes in a set that includes the decanter (plus lid 
and faucet) and the glass stand. A large variety of Gemstone 
Vials is available separately.

To make Grande even more attractive, we’ve designed a 
special LED light for the stand, to illuminate the decanter 
from below and to create special GemWater moments. 
Available optionally.



THINK BIG - 
DRINK BIG
Grande is born from pure perfection.  It's a 
GemWater fountain like no other.  When you 
want to serve more than just a few cups of 
GemWater to guests (or thirsty family mem-
bers!), Grande is a state-of-the-art solution 
for all environments.  

Designed in the German Alps, Grande stands 
for puristic clarity.



Our staff, myself included, enjoy using 
VitaJuwel on a daily basis. We display 
these distinctly unique gemstone vials 
and decanters together for a dramatic 
stunning visual impact. This certainly 
gets our guests attention and opens up 
the conversation in regard to their health 
benefits for both water & wine which 
usually leads to their desire to own one or 
several VitaJuwel pieces for their own or 
to gift a lucky friend or family member. 

Sharon Westphal
Hospitality & Merchandise Coordinator 
St. Francis Winery & Vineyards
Sonoma Valley, California

WINE LOVES VITAJUWEL
Gemstone Droplet

The handcrafted Gemstone Droplet is a mini version of our Gemstone Vial, filled with clear quartz,  a 
fiery garnet, and an exquisite amethyst.  Its water drop design is eye-catchingly elegant. To ensure that 
GemWater and wine lovers have their personal Gemstone Vial at ready in their bag, the Gemstone 
Droplet comes with an exquisite leatherette case. 

GEMSTONE 
DROPLET
WINE LOVES VITAJUWEL

The handcrafted Gemstone Droplet is a 
mini version of our Gemstone Vial, filled 
with clear quartz,  a fiery garnet, and an 
exquisite amethyst.  Its water drop 
design is eye-catchingly elegant. To 
ensure that GemWater and wine lovers 
have their personal Gemstone Vial at 
ready in their bag, the Gemstone Droplet 
comes with an exquisite leatherette 
case. 



VITALIZE 
 WINE IN 

STYLE
Wine Decanter & 

VINO Gemstone Vial

The ancient Greeks knew about the attributes of 
gems and infused their wine with amethysts to 
improve its taste. Amethyst means “the non-
intoxicable” in classical Greek. Selected wineries 
and professional sommeliers have rediscovered 
this ancient tradition and achieved amazing 
results. Our VINO Gemstone Vial, filled with pre-
cious amethyst and clear quartz, softens the wine's 
natural acids (tannins), making it taste smoother, 
while maintaining its fruity aroma. 

The VINO Gemstone Vial with its curved surface is 
wonderfully complemented by our uniquely 
shaped wine decanter. Handcrafted in Europe, it is 
an exquisite masterpiece. 



SOURCE 
OF LIFE

We all know that the human body is 
made up primarily of water.  Water 
is the elixir of life, and our most 
valuable natural resource.  Nothing 
impacts our well-being more than 
the quality of the water we drink. 

It is a proven fact that every fourth 
person doesn't drink enough water. 
The beginning symptoms of dehy-
dration are headaches and a lack of 
concentration – how can anyone 
get through their day feeling like 
that?  Yet many people still find it 
hard to dr ink enough water. 
VitaJuwel makes drinking water 
exciting!

With VitaJuwel, you’ll enjoy water in 
a totally new way, and automati-
cally drink more reinvigorating 
water throughout the day.



GEMWATER
TRADITIONS

Since the beginning of time, humans have been 
fascinated by gems. Diamonds, rubies, and emer-
alds are considered precious all around the 
world. However, gems have also been treasured 
because of the belief in their numerous proper-
ties and healing attributes. 

The tradition of vitalizing water with gems can 
be traced back thousands of years. Pedanios 
Diskurides, a Greek medical doctor in the 1st cen-
tury AD, cured his patients with gems and miner-
als. To Saint Hildegard of Bingen, a Benedictine 
abbess who lived in the 12th century, stones were 
carriers of “heavenly energies of creation“and 
emitted healing vibrations.

Today, analytical crystal healing approaches are 
a significant component of many holistic thera-
peutic practices. Our VitaJuwel blends follow 
those crystal healing traditions, advised by best-
selling author Michael Gienger.



GO FOR GOLD WITH GEMWATER
“As a former Olympic Athlete I know how fundamentally important the quality of fresh water is to support my body’s functions. VitaJuwel helped 

me decisively to improve my daily drinking habits. My ViA bottle always motivates me to drink what I believe to be the World’s Best Water.” 
Rebecca Soni

Rebecca Soni (Founder of RISE - ELITE)
3x Gold in Breaststroke, Olympic Games 2008 / 2012
3x Silver in Breaststroke, Olympic Games 2008 / 2012
8 World Records in Breaststroke



“As a personal trainer, the most important advice I 
give my clients is: Take enough water with you for your 
session and don't wait until you're thirsty to start 
drinking. During physical exercise, with our rising 
temperatures and perspiration, we're losing lots of 
fluid.  A glass or bottle of 16.9 fl oz of water right before 
your exercise is the perfect way to get started.  A loss 
of fluids can lead to fatigue and discomfort. 
Training should be fun, so I stay hydrated. My ViA is my 
constant companion at the gym and on the track! “             
Roxana Strasser
Personal Trainer - www.rocksisecke.de

NOTHING RUNS WITHOUT GEMWATER



IT’S ALL ABOUT 
ENERGY

Most people rely on their 5 senses to tell them what their reality is, using their sen-
sory level to establish their frame of knowledge based on the time in which we are 
living. But our frame of knowledge has always been changing. 

A good example is how science has shown us that the world is round when before 
we believed it was flat. Although you can't see it, the universal law of nature 

states that everything has its own vibration. Atoms are constantly in a state of 
motion; everything in the universe is constantly vibrating. 
Every gem has its own distinct, very subtle vibration. Those vibrations have the 
power to restructure water molecules. 

Putting them “behind glass” doesn't stop that process, as vibrations pass a natu-
ral barrier like glass without a problem (think about sun rays, radio waves or a 
glass of water in a microwave). That's why VitaJuwel works. You really don't want 
any kind of minerals from stones in your water. Drink it pure, natural and fresh - 
and energized! 

“If you want to understand the universe, think of energy, frequency and vibration.”  
Nikola Tesla



Water is the most fundamental element for every living thing on earth. Water is 
life - healthy water is healthy life. Nothing has more impact on our organism than 
the quality of the water we consume. More and more people become aware of 
their drinking water's quality, and are asking themselves what they can do to 
improve it. There are several -more or less effective and costly - approaches. We 
have made it our goal to provide a natural method that has been tested and 

tried by millions of people over hundreds of years, that is affordable to everyone. 
Filtering water is one first step you can (and should) take. What you get by filter-
ing water, though, is physically clean, but lifeless water. 

Our mission is to educate people of the importance to take another step towards 
healthier water. To enliven your water with VitaJuwel!

BEVERAGE OF TOMORROW



Sample of ordinary tap water Sample of water treated with VitaJuwel

WATER AND ITS SECRETS
Water is not just an assembly of oxygen and hydrogen molecules. It‘s not just H2O. Scientists discovered that water has a memory, 

and that it can be positively stimulated by sources of vibration and energy. Sources like the gemstones in VitaJuwel GemWater 
accessories. 

Vivid and fresh water features a sublime crystal silhouette. We asked the HadoLife laboratory in Austria to take microscopic photos of 
water before and after it has been treated with VitaJuwel. This is the result: 

Scientific studies show:

“GemWater by VitaJuwel has a crystalline structure 
that is comparable to pure spring water!”
Hagalis AG - Crystal Analysis, Quality Inspection, Quality Consulting, Medical Diagnosis (Ueberlingen, Germany 2008)



90° 60° 60°

Regular tap water assembled at 90°-angles,
indicating a high level pollution load

In nature, angles of 60° 
are an expression of vitality and purity

60°-angles with VitaJuwel indicate neutralization
 of hazardous information of pollutants.

”Treatment with VitaJuwel resulted in very clear quality improvements in both biological as well as technical regard. Compared to the 
neutral sample - or to other comparable tap waters - a significant quality increase was measured. For this reason, the sample is reaching a 
quality level otherwise only found in natural spring water.” 

Experts agree that the assembly of its crystal structure is a strong indicator for the quality of water.

YES, IT WORKS. HERE’S PROOF
I

Institute Hagalis, an international research lab for the quality analyses of water, conducted a scientific survey which proves VitaJuwel’s 
effect  on water. Two samples were examined: A neutral sample with tap water from Ueberlingen at Lake Constance, Germany, and a 

sample of the same water after being treated with VitaJuwel.These are the results:

n  distinct improvement of tap water quality
n  neutralization of harmful substances' information
n  increase in the bioavailability of minerals

n  increase of energy balance
n  increase of vital powers
n  quality level otherwise only known in natural spring water
n  high biological valance



CREATING 
HEAVENLY 
WATER
Imagine a single drop of 
water...
... rising as steam from a power plant. Rising ever hig-
her and forming a cloud with millions of other drops. 
Floating in the air. Raining down to earth, sinking 
through multiple layers of rocks. Finally coming back 
up again as spring water. Then as a stream, flowing 
over stones and minerals. Down a waterfall in the 
middle of a forest. Full of life. Full of energy. Fully 
regenerated.

Imagine VitaJuwel.



THE ELIXIR OF LIFE
by Dr. Howard Peiper, N.D., author of several best-selling books 
on nutrition and natural health, including, “The Secrets of 
Staying Young”

We humans need to drink water to survive. Our body is 60% 
water, our brain is 70% water and our lungs are nearly 90% water. 
Each day, we need to replace 2.4 liters or about 2.5 quarts of 
water through ingested liquid and foods.

Our body uses water in many ways. Water cushions and 
lubricates joints; nourishes and protects the brain, spinal cord and other tissues; keeps 
the body's temperature normal; and helps remove waste through perspiration, bowel 
movements and urination. Humans are composed mostly of water, which is not 
surprising when we consider that humans descended from single-cell organisms that 
originated in the oceans millions of years ago.

Because the human body consists of 60-90% water, it is utmost important to supply 
it sufficiently with its primary raw material, water. Water has an enormous storage 
capacity and will pick up all electromagnetic frequencies that it comes in contact 
with. Therefore, the miles of water pipes delivering water from reservoirs have an 
impact on the quality of water. Since most of us do not have our own spring water, it is 
important to re-energize our drinking water, especially city water.

The easiest and simplest way, is to use gem stones in our pitcher of water. The water 
absorbs the energetic vibrations of the gem stones, stores it, and becomes good for 
drinking. Known as gem water or gemstone energy medicine, this type of healing is 
developing at a tremendous rate.

Gem water can be considered as a healing aid like that of homeopathic remedies 
where the effectiveness of the therapy is derived not from the water or gemstone 
alone, but from the information imparted by the gems into the water. 

By measuring the surface tension of water, it has been proven that gem stones have a 
similar effect on water as do water revitalization devices. Water that has been treated 
with various gem stones have a higher level of vitality and the stored information of 
the different mineral stones have their own individual imprint on the body's life force.

We need to drink 2-2.5 quarts of water a day. Fruit juices, tea, coffee, and carbonated 
drinks do not count as water. Our body needs good energetic water to work. Good 
drinking water that has been energized or revitalized, helps prevent the body from 
getting sick, it also supports the healing process when we get sick. As soon as the 
body loses only ½% of its weight in water, it demands more by getting thirsty.
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Germany
VitaJuwel GmbH
Westpark 18
88175 Scheidegg im Allgäu
Telefon:
Telefax:
E-Mail:
Internet:
facebook:

+49 (0)8381 30641-0
+49 (0)8381 30641-10
info@vitajuwel.com
www.vitajuwel.com
facebook.com/VitaJuwel

USA
VitaJuwel USA, Inc.
1170 Burnett Ave. #O
Concord, CA 94520 
Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Internet:
facebook:
instagram:

+1 (925) 291 7490
+1 (925) 291 7491
contact@vitajuwel.com
www.vitajuwel.us
www.facebook.com/VitaJuwelUSA
www.instagram.com/vitajuwel

Disclaimer:
VitaJuwel provides information on GemWater and gemstone mixtures that are part of 
VitaJuwel products. This information is intuitive in nature and not scientifically verified. 
VitaJuwel cannot guarantee results with any gem / crystal. While this field is speculative 
and exploratory, individuals are encouraged to use discrimination in diagnosing and 
treating illness for medical, emotional and/or spiritual conditions. You should never 
substitute gems / crystals for  professional medical treatment when indicated for any 
condition.
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